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Abstract

Background: Previous eye-tracking studies provide preliminary evidence for a hypersensitivity to negative,
potentially threatening interpersonal cues in borderline personality disorder (BPD). From an etiological point of
view, such interpersonal threat hypersensitivity might be explained by a biological vulnerability along with a history
of early life adversities. The objective of the current study was to investigate interpersonal threat hypersensitivity
and its association with adverse childhood experiences (ACE) in patients with BPD employing eye-tracking
technology.

Methods: We examined a sample of 46 unmedicated, adult female patients with BPD and 25 healthy female
volunteers, matched on age and intelligence, with a well-established emotion classification paradigm with angry,
fearful, happy, and neutral facial expressions. ACE were assessed retrospectively with the Childhood Trauma
Questionnaire.

Results: Patients as compared to healthy volunteers reflexively directed their gaze more quickly towards the eyes
of emotional and neutral faces and did not adapt their fixation patterns according to the facial expression
presented. Misclassifying emotional and neutral faces as angry correlated positively with the patients’ self-reported
ACE.

Conclusions: Building on and extending earlier findings, our results are likely to suggest a visual hypervigilance
towards the eyes of emotional and neutral facial expressions and a childhood trauma-related anger bias in patients
with BPD. Given the lack of a clinical control group, the question whether these findings are specific for BPD has to
remain open. Thus, further research is needed to elucidate the specificity of altered visual attention allocation and
the role of ACE in anger recognition in patients with BPD.
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Background
Borderline personality disorder (BPD) is characterized by
persistent and profound emotion dysregulation [1].
Emotion dysregulation in BPD encompasses emotion
sensitivity, heightened and labile negative affect, deficient
appropriate and excessive maladaptive emotion regula-
tion strategies according to Linehan’s biosocial model
[2]. Emotion sensitivity, specifically the sensitivity to
negative or potentially threatening interpersonal signals,
has been addressed in a number of recent review articles
[3–7]. Despite some inconsistencies (cf. [8, 9]), there is
considerable empirical support for the hypothesized
hypersensitivity to interpersonal threat cues in BPD [3].
Experimental findings in mostly female patients with
BPD indicate a negatively biased perception of neutral,
ambiguous, or positive facial expressions (“negativity
bias”; [10–12]), particularly a higher sensitivity in recog-
nizing anger in other emotions (“anger bias”; [13–17])
[but, for inconsistent results, see [18, 19].
Adverse childhood experiences (ACE) are seen as play-

ing a significant role in the etiology of interpersonal
threat hypersensitivity in BPD. Patients with BPD report
high rates of ACE such as emotional neglect, physical
maltreatment, or sexual abuse [20, 21]. Following Line-
han’s biosocial model [22], interpersonal threat hyper-
sensitivity in BPD may emerge from an interplay
between biological vulnerabilities and the exposure to
such traumatic childhood experiences [1]. Studies sug-
gest that the more patients with BPD report ACE, the
more they show a tendency to judge faces as less ap-
proachable [23], a heightened vigilance [24], and avoi-
dant reactions towards angry faces [25], but the evidence
remains somewhat inconclusive (cf. [17, 26]).
To disentangle previous inconsistent findings, three

recent studies have implemented eye-tracking technol-
ogy to capture ecologically more valid information
about the attentional mechanisms relevant for per-
ceiving facial expressions in patients with BPD [27–
29]. Kaiser et al. [29] found female patients with BPD
to be more likely to characterize ambivalent emo-
tional blends as angry compared to a clinical control
group (Cluster-C personality disorder) and to show
prolonged fixations on the eye region of ambiguous
facial stimuli compared to a non-patient control
group. The eye region is known to convey the most
crucial information about threat-related facial expres-
sions [30, 31]. Thus, fixating extensively on the eyes
of emotional faces might indicate a hypervigilance to-
wards interpersonally relevant and potentially threat-
ening cues, irrespective of the faces’ emotional
valence [32]. Interestingly, in the study of Kaiser et al.
[29] the attentional bias towards the eyes of ambigu-
ous facial expressions was found to be most pro-
nounced in patients with BPD and comorbid

posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), suggesting a
significant role of traumatic experiences. In two own
studies, we also revealed a biased visual attention in
female patients with BPD towards the eyes of emo-
tional facial expressions displayed in full intensity [27,
28]. In a functional neuroimaging study, patients with
BPD exhibited more and faster initial saccades to-
wards the eyes of angry faces compared to a healthy
control group. This interpersonal threat hypersensitiv-
ity was associated with increased amygdala activation
[28]. In a consecutive small behavioral study, patients
with BPD showed a tendency to misclassify emotional
and neutral faces as angry, slower saccades away from
the eyes of fearful faces and faster saccades towards
the eyes of neutral faces compared to healthy volun-
teers [27]. So far, only one eye-tracking study in pa-
tients with BPD has investigated the association
between interpersonal threat hypersensitivity and
traumatization [29]. Since the authors did not analyze
the association of ACE and indicators of interpersonal
threat hypersensitivity, the question whether the anger
bias and hypervigilance towards the eyes of emotional
faces is indeed associated with early life adversity re-
mains open.
The aim of the present study was to investigate the as-

sociation of ACE with the proposed interpersonal threat
hypersensitivity in patients with BPD employing eye-
tracking technology. We hypothesized to find a biased
perception of interpersonal threat cues in patients with
BPD compared to healthy volunteers in terms of (1)
more misclassifications of facial expressions as angry, (2)
more and faster initial saccades towards the eyes of
angry faces, and (3) longer fixation durations on the eye
region regardless of the emotion the faces are displaying.
Moreover, we hypothesized that (4) the overall severity
of self-reported ACE would correlate positively with in-
dicators of threat hypersensitivity.

Methods
Participants
In total, 46 unmedicated female patients with a current
DSM-IV diagnosis of BPD (BPD, Mage = 28.6, SD = 7.5,
range = 18–46 years) and 25 healthy women who had
never received a psychiatric diagnosis or undergone any
psychotherapeutic or psychiatric treatment (CON,
Mage = 26.4, SD = 5.5, range = 18–40 years) were included
in the current analyses. The sample size is large enough
to detect small group by condition interactions (η2 = .05)
as well as medium to large correlations between self-
report, behavioral, and eye-tracking data (r = .40) within
the BPD sample with a statistical power of 1-β ≥ .80 [33].
Effect sizes of η2 ≥ .05 and correlations of r ≥ .40 may be
expected according to previously published experimental
behavioral and eye-tracking studies with female patients
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with BPD or major depression and healthy volunteers
[23, 27, 28, 34].
Exclusion criteria for all participants comprised neuro-

logical disorders; current alcohol/drug abuse (urine toxicol-
ogy screening) or alcohol/drug abuse in the last 2 months
(interview); severe medical illness; use of psychotropic
medication for at least 2 weeks before participation in the
study; or impaired vision. Additional exclusion criteria for
the patient sample were lifetime diagnoses of schizophrenia,
schizoaffective or bipolar disorder and self-reported alco-
hol/drug dependence in the last 12months. Initially, 56 pa-
tients and 28 healthy volunteers participated in the
emotion classification task and filled out the Childhood
Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ; [35]). Overall, 10 patients
and 3 healthy volunteers had to be excluded due to equip-
ment malfunction (patients: n = 8, healthy volunteers: n =
3), positive toxicology screenings (patients: n = 1) or neuro-
logical abnormalities, identified in a corresponding MRI

study (patients: n = 1). The groups were matched with re-
gard to age and intelligence (see Table 1 for detailed demo-
graphic and psychometric information and group
comparisons).
Participants were recruited by the central project of

the KFO-256, a Clinical Research Unit funded by the
German Research Foundation, investigating mechanisms
of disturbed emotion processing in BPD [36]. All pro-
jects from this research unit include participants from a
joint database. Ethics approval was provided by the Eth-
ics Committee of the Medical Faculty of the University
of Heidelberg. All participants gave their written in-
formed consent and were reimbursed for their
participation.

Measures
Diagnoses of BPD and co-occurring axis I and II disor-
ders were assessed by qualified diagnosticians using the

Table 1 Demographic and psychometric information (mean [M] ± one standard deviation [SD]) of patients with borderline
personality disorder (BPD) and healthy volunteers (CON)

BPD (n = 46) CON (n = 25) Group comparison

M± SD M± SD t or U p

Age (years) 28.6 ± 7.5 26.4 ± 5.5 1.27 .209

Intelligence (RAVEN) 112.0 ± 11.1 113.9 ± 9.7 −0.70 .486

Adverse Childhood Experiences (CTQ)

Sum Scorea 61.4 ± 19.4 32.0 ± 7.8 96.50 < .001

Emotional Abusea 17.2 ± 5.5 7.4 ± 3.3 95.00 < .001

Physical Abuse 8.3 ± 4.5 5.6 ± 1.4 266.50 < .001

Sexual Abuse 9.1 ± 6.5 5.1 ± 0.3 300.00 < .001

Emotional Neglect 16.7 ± 6.4 8.0 ± 3.1 162.50 < .001

Physical Neglect 9.6 ± 3.6 5.9 ± 1.7 199.50 < .001

Borderline Symptomatology (BSL-23)b 1.6 ± 0.8 0.2 ± 0.3 37.00 < .001

Depressiveness (BDI-II)b, c 23.4 ± 10.6 3.0 ± 5.0 39.50 < .001

Trait Anxiety (STAI)b 62.1 ± 7.4 33.2 ± 8.2 15.03 < .001

Emotional Dysregulation (DERS)a 128.5 ± 20.0 62.8 ± 16.2 14.04 < .001

Current Comorbid Axis I Disorders (lifetime)

Affective Disorders 18 (36) 0 (0)

Posttraumatic Stress Disorder 8 (13) 0 (0)

Other Anxiety Disorders 25 (29) 0 (0)

Substance Use Disorders 0 (13) 0 (0)

Eating Disorders 12 (24) 0 (0)

Somatization Disorders (current only) 2 0

Adjustment Disorder 0 (0) 0 (0)

Current Comorbid Axis II Disorders (lifetime)

Avoidant Personality Disorder 13 (13) 0 (0)

Antisocial Personality Disorder 2 (2) 0 (0)

Groups were matched with respect to age (in years) and intelligence (IQ scores). RAVEN Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices, CTQ Childhood Trauma
Questionnaire, BSL-23 Borderline Symptom List (Short Version), BDI-II Beck Depression Inventory-II, STAI State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, DERS Difficulties in Emotion
Regulation Scale
a Data of one patient with BPD is missing . b Data of two patients with BPD are missing . c Data of one healthy volunteer is missing
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Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID-I for
axis I diagnoses; [37]) and the International Personality
Disorder Examination for DSM-IV (IPDE for BPD and
comorbid avoidant and antisocial personality disorders;
[38]). Prior to the study, diagnosticians completed a
standardized diagnostic training, leading to high levels of
inter-rater reliability (ICC ≥ .911).
ACE were measured with the Childhood Trauma

Questionnaire (CTQ; [35]), assessing emotional, physical
and sexual abuse, and emotional and physical neglect.
BPD symptom severity (short version of the Borderline
Symptom List, BSL-23; [39]), depressiveness (revised
version of Beck’s Depression Inventory, BDI-II; [40]),
trait anxiety (State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, STAI; [41])
and emotion regulation (Difficulties in Emotion Regula-
tion Scale, DERS; [42]) were assessed with self-report
questionnaires for further dimensional characterization
of the present sample. Intelligence was assessed using
Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices [43] (see online
supplement for psychometric properties of
questionnaires).
As shown in Table 1, patients with BPD revealed

higher scores in all state and trait questionnaires com-
pared to healthy volunteers, with the exception of Ra-
ven’s Standard Progressive Matrices (matching variable).
Patients with BPD reported more severe ACE, more
BPD symptoms, and higher levels of emotion dysregula-
tion, depressiveness, and trait anxiety.

Emotion classification paradigm
The emotion classification task was based on a 2 × 2 × 4-
design, with the within-subject factors presentation time
(150 ms, 5000ms), initial fixation (eyes, mouth) and
emotional expression (angry, fearful, happy, neutral) (for
similar designs, see [27, 32, 44, 45]). Employing these
two presentation time conditions allows for investigating
reflexive attentional shifts (150 ms) as well as sustained
attention (5000 ms) towards diagnostically relevant facial
features. In each presentation time condition, partici-
pants were required to classify 80 emotional faces, un-
ambiguously displaying angry, fearful, happy, and neutral
expressions (see also online supplement), as quickly and
as accurately as possible by pressing one of four corre-
sponding keys. To control for initial fixation, half of the
faces within each emotional category were unpredictably
shifted either downward or upward in each trial. Each
trial started with the presentation of a fixation cross
(2000 ms), followed by a facial stimulus with the eyes or
the mouth appearing at the former position of the fix-
ation cross (brief condition: 150 ms; long condition:
5000 ms), and a blank screen in the brief condition only
(1850 ms). Each trial ended with another fixation cross
with a variable duration (1000–3000ms) to reduce an-
ticipation effects.

Experimental protocol and data acquisition
All participants underwent a telephone screening for in-
clusion and exclusion criteria (approximately 45min), and
an onsite diagnostic session (approximately 3 h). After ex-
cluding acute substance abuse by a urine toxicology
screening, participants performed the emotion classifica-
tion task (approximately 1 h, including instruction, train-
ing, and short breaks between presentation time blocks).
Eye-tracking data were recorded with a 60-Hz mon-

ocular eye-tracking system (ViewPoint, Arrington Re-
search, Scottsdale, AZ, USA). The head location was
fixed using a chin rest and a forehead bar with a viewing
distance of 57 cm. Before each experimental block, the
eye-tracking camera was adjusted, eight training trials
were presented and nine-point calibration was applied.
Stimulus presentation and response recording were per-
formed using the software Presentation (Version 16.3,
Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA, USA). Stimuli
were presented on an Eizo FlexScan S2202 display (47.5
cm × 30.0 cm) with a resolution of 1680 × 1050 pixels
and a refresh rate of 60 Hz.

Data analysis
Details are presented in the online supplement. Follow-
ing the procedure of previous studies (e.g., [27, 32]), we
extracted behavioral data (i.e., proportion of correct re-
sponses, types of errors, response latencies in trials with
correct emotion classifications) and eye-tracking data
(i.e., proportion and latency of initial saccades, fixation
durations). Initial saccades were classified according to
whether they were directed towards the other major fa-
cial feature (i.e., eyes, mouth). When the eyes were pre-
sented at the former position of the fixation cross, the
proportion and latency of the downward fixation
changes towards the mouth were scored, whereas when
the mouth was shown at fixation, the proportion and la-
tency of the upward fixation changes towards the eyes
were scored. Fixation durations were defined as the cu-
mulative amount of time participants spent looking at
either the eye or the mouth region in the long condition.
Proportion of correct responses, response latencies as
well as proportion and latency of initial saccades were
submitted to 2 × 2 × 2 × 4 mixed-design analyses of vari-
ance (ANOVAs) with the between-subject factor group
(BPD, CON) and the within-subject factors presentation
time (brief, long), initial fixation (eyes, mouth), and emo-
tional expression (angry, fearful, happy, neutral). Types
of errors were analyzed using a 2 × 2 × 4 mixed-design
ANOVA with the between-subject factor group (BPD,
CON) and the within-subject factors presentation time
(brief, long) and error type (misclassifications of faces as
angry, fearful, happy, neutral). Finally, fixation duration
data (only available in the long presentation time condi-
tion) were subjected to a 2 × 2 × 4 mixed-design
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ANOVA with the between-subject factor group (BPD,
CON) and the within-subject factors facial feature (eyes,
mouth) and emotional expression (angry, fearful, happy,
neutral). In accordance with previous studies with the
same experimental paradigm (e.g., [27, 43]), ANOVAs
were also conducted separately for both presentation
time conditions to identify additional group effects. We
applied the Huynh-Feldt procedure [46] to correct for
potential violations of the sphericity assumption where
indicated. Partial eta squared (η2) is provided as an effect
size index. In cases of significant effects, Dunn’s Multiple
Comparisons are reported as post-hoc tests.
Furthermore, we performed bivariate correlational

analyses between self-reported ACE of patients with BPD
(CTQ sum score), and behavioral (i.e., misclassifications
as angry) and eye-tracking measures of interpersonal
threat hypersensitivity (i.e., proportion and latency of ini-
tial saccades towards the eyes or the mouth of angry faces,
fixation durations on the eyes or the mouth of angry
faces). Correlations are reported as Pearson product-
moment correlation coefficients (r) with Bonferroni-Holm
correction for multiple comparisons [47].
Statistical analyses were conducted using the statistical

programming language R (version 3.6.2) and SPSS for
Windows (version 26). A significance threshold of
p < .05, two-tailed, was set for all statistical analyses.

Results
Hypothesis 1
To test our first hypothesis, proposing that patients with
BPD would misclassify facial expressions more often as
angry compared to healthy volunteers, we analyzed

proportion of correct responses and types of errors.
Emotion recognition accuracy was high for both patients
with BPD (M = 93.6%, SD = 5.0%) and healthy volunteers
(M = 93.5%, SD = 4.9%) across experimental conditions.
Participants were significantly better at recognizing facial
expressions in the long than in the brief condition (main
effect presentation time, F [1, 69] = 42.27, p < .001, η2 =
.38). While no significant effect including the factor
group emerged across presentation time conditions (all
F ≤ 2.29, p ≥ .103, η2 ≤ .03), separate analyses of the two
presentation time conditions revealed a significant group
by emotional expression interaction in the brief condi-
tion (F [3, 207] = 3.07, p = .041, η2 = .04), but not in the
long condition (F [3, 207] = 0.75, p = .467, η2 = .01). In
the brief condition, healthy volunteers were significantly
more accurate in classifying happy compared to fearful
faces (p < .01) as well as neutral compared to angry
(p < .01) and fearful faces (p < .01), while this was not
shown for patients with BPD. However, pairwise com-
parisons between patients with BPD and healthy volun-
teers did not reach statistical significance. Furthermore,
patients with BPD and healthy volunteers misclassified
facial expressions more often as angry than as happy or
as neutral and more often as fearful than as happy (all p-
values < .01) across presentation time conditions (main
effect error type, F [3, 207] = 10.75, p < .001, η2 = .14; see
Fig. 1a). No significant group difference was found in
terms of types of errors when analyzing the two presen-
tation time conditions together or separately (no signifi-
cant effect including the factor group, all F ≤ .48,
p ≥ .581, η2 ≤ .01). Thus, these results did not confirm
our a priori hypothesis.

Fig. 1 Anger bias in patients with BPD and healthy volunteers and its association with patients’ self-reported ACE. a. Types of errors (mean
amount of errors ± one standard error) of patients with borderline personality disorder (BPD) and healthy volunteers (CON) across presentation
time conditions. The displayed graph represents the significant main effect of error type, with significantly more misclassifications as angry than
as happy or as neutral and significantly more misclassifications as fearful than as happy in both groups. Groups did not differ in their types of
errors. ** p < .01. b. Association of patients’ self-reported ACE (CTQ sum score) and total amount of faces misclassified as angry in both
presentation time conditions. The displayed graph represents the positive correlation between misclassifications as angry and ACE in patients
with BPD (r = .43, p = .023, Bonferroni-Holm-corrected)
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Hypothesis 2
To investigate our second hypothesis, stating that patients
with BPD would show a visual hypervigilance towards the
eyes of angry faces compared to healthy volunteers, we an-
alyzed proportion and latency of initial saccades.
Participants generally made more initial saccades in

the long than in the brief condition (main effect presen-
tation time, F [1, 69] = 122.01, p < .001, η2 = .64). In
addition, a significant group by presentation time inter-
action emerged (F [1, 69] = 6.62, p = .012, η2 = .09), with
patients with BPD showing more initial saccades com-
pared to healthy volunteers in the brief condition (p <
.05), however, irrespective of emotional expression or
initial fixation (see Figure 2a). Separate analyses of the
two presentation time conditions did not yield any add-
itional significant group effects.

With regard to latencies of initial saccades, we could
analyze only a subsample of n = 37 patients with BPD
and n = 19 healthy volunteers in the long condition and
n = 22 patients with BPD and n = 8 healthy volunteers in
the brief condition since the other participants did not
show any initial saccade (eye movements exceeding 1°
within the time interval of 150 to 1000 ms after facial
stimulus onset) towards the other major facial feature in
at least one of the eight experimental conditions (initial
fixation × emotional expression). Since fixations may
rest on the initially fixated major facial feature without
any shifts of orientation, and initial saccades may not be
required for accurate emotion recognition, these trials
may not be classified as invalid [27]. According to a
post-hoc sensitivity analysis, the sample size of 30 partic-
ipants is still large enough to detect medium group by

Fig. 2 Proportion and latency of initial saccades in patients with BPD and healthy volunteers in the brief condition. a. Mean proportion of initial
saccades (in %, ± one standard error) to the eyes (left graph) and to the mouth (right graph) in patients with borderline personality disorder
(BPD) and healthy volunteers (CON) in the brief condition (150 ms). The displayed graphs represent the significant group by presentation time
interaction, with patients with BPD showing more initial saccades compared to healthy volunteers across all experimental conditions in the brief
condition. Please note that only significant group differences are highlighted; refer to text and online supplement for further significant effects. *
p < .05. b. Mean latency of initial saccades (in ms, ± one standard error) to the eyes (left graph) and the mouth (right graph) of patients with
borderline personality disorder (BPD) and healthy volunteers (CON) in the brief condition (150 ms). The displayed graphs represent the significant
group by initial fixation interaction, with patients with BPD showing faster initial saccades towards the eyes compared to healthy volunteers.
Please note that only significant group differences are highlighted; refer to text and online supplement for further significant effects. * p < .05
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condition interactions (η2 = .07) with a statistical power
of 1-β ≥ .80 [33]. Overall, participants made faster initial
saccades in the long than in the brief condition (main ef-
fect presentation time, F [1, 26] = 20.99, p < .001, η2 =
.45). Furthermore, a significant group by initial fixation
interaction emerged (F [1, 26] = 8.16, p = .008, η2 = .24),
with patients with BPD showing faster initial saccades
towards the eyes compared to healthy volunteers. This
effect was qualified by a significant group by presenta-
tion time by initial fixation interaction (F [1, 26] = 4.53,
p = .043, η2 = .15; see Fig. 2b). Post-hoc pairwise compar-
isons within each presentation time condition revealed
that patients with BPD exhibited faster initial saccades
towards the eyes than towards the mouth in the long
condition (p < .05) and faster initial saccades towards the
eyes compared to healthy volunteers in the brief condi-
tion (p < .05). In the brief condition, healthy volunteers
showed the exact opposite gazing behavior with faster
initial saccades towards the mouth than towards the eyes
(p < .01). Thus, and partly in line with our a priori hy-
pothesis, patients with BPD showed a visual hypervigi-
lance in terms of faster initial saccades towards the eyes
of briefly presented emotional and neutral faces in gen-
eral rather than towards the eyes of angry faces in
particular.

Hypothesis 3
To examine our third hypothesis, expecting longer fix-
ation durations on the eye region regardless of emo-
tional valence in patients with BPD compared to healthy
volunteers, we analyzed the fixation durations in the
long condition. Participants generally fixated the eye re-
gion longer than the mouth region (main effect facial

feature, F[1, 69] = 100.26, p < .001, η2 = .59) and happy
faces longer than angry and fearful faces (main effect
emotional expression, F[3, 207] = 6.29, p < .001, η2 = .08).
With regard to our a priori hypothesis, a significant fa-
cial feature by emotional expression interaction (F[3,
207] = 23.13, p < .001, η2 = .25) and a significant group by
facial feature by emotional expression interaction (F[3,
207] = 5.65, p = .001, η2 = .08) were revealed. While
healthy volunteers fixated the eyes of angry, fearful, and
neutral faces significantly longer than the eyes of happy
faces and the mouth of happy faces significantly longer
than the mouth of angry, fearful, and neutral faces (all p-
values < .01), this could not be shown for patients with
BPD (see Fig. 3). Contrary to our a priori hypothesis,
however, patients with BPD did not fixate the eyes of
emotional and neutral faces longer than healthy
volunteers.

Hypothesis 4
To test our fourth hypothesis concerning the positive as-
sociation between interpersonal threat hypersensitivity
and ACE in patients with BPD, we performed correl-
ational analyses with the CTQ sum score in the patient
sample only. In patients with BPD, self-reported ACE
were positively correlated with misclassifying fearful,
happy, and neutral faces as angry (r = .43, p = .023,
Bonferroni-Holm corrected; see Fig. 1b). Due to outliers,
we winsorized our data (i.e., replaced the total numbers
of misclassifications as angry of five patients with BPD
with the next highest number that was not an outlier
[48]). By doing this, the association was reduced to a
non-significant statistical trend (r = .28, p = .062). Correl-
ational analyses between ACE and eye-tracking

Fig. 3 Fixation patterns of patients with BPD and healthy volunteers. Mean fixation duration on the eye (a) or the mouth region (b) relative to
the whole face (in %, ± one standard error) of patients with borderline personality disorder (BPD) and healthy volunteers (CON) in the long
condition (5000ms). The displayed graphs represent the significant group by facial feature by emotional expression interaction, with patients with
BPD not modulating their fixation patterns according to the emotion presented like healthy volunteers. Please note that only significant group
differences are highlighted; refer to text for further significant effects. ** p < .01
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performance in reaction to angry faces did not yield any
significant associations (r ≤ .38, p ≥ .185, Bonferroni-
Holm corrected). Please note that the correlational ana-
lyses with latencies of initial saccades are only based on
a smaller subsample (see Hypothesis 2). Taken together,
these results partly confirmed our a priori hypothesis.

Additional behavioral results
In addition to our hypothesis-driven results and in line
with previous studies (e.g., [27, 28, 32]), we were able to
replicate a number of more general behavioral and eye-
tracking effects of the emotion classification paradigm in
patients with BPD and healthy volunteers, which are
presented in an online supplement.

Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to
investigate the relationship between behavioral and eye-
tracking measures of interpersonal threat sensitivity and
ACE in patients with BPD. Our results, although partly
inconsistent, point towards a visual hypervigilance for
the eye region and a childhood trauma-related anger
bias in patients with BPD, potentially supporting the
prevalent assumption that interpersonal threat hypersen-
sitivity is indeed associated with early life adversity in
BPD.
In line with previous studies (e.g., [27, 28]), both pa-

tients with BPD and healthy volunteers were highly ac-
curate in classifying facial expressions across
presentation time conditions. Consistent with the notion
that patients with BPD do not experience general im-
pairments in emotion recognition but specific subtle def-
icits in the processing of interpersonal threat cues [3],
patients with BPD did not differ from healthy volunteers
with regard to the proportion of correctly identified fa-
cial expressions. Contrary to our first hypothesis, how-
ever, both patients and healthy volunteers misclassified
facial expressions more often as angry than as happy or
as neutral across presentation time conditions, thus re-
vealing an anger bias which was not specific for patients
with BPD. This result was unexpected since several stud-
ies document an enhanced tendency to perceive anger in
emotional faces in patients with BPD compared to
healthy or clinical control groups (e.g., [13–17, 27, 29]),
which seems to persist even after symptomatic remission
[49] [but see [50], for inconsistent findings]. Differences
in the type of stimuli used may be considered as one
possible explanation for this divergent finding. With the
exception of Bertsch et al. [27, 28], in all of the above-
mentioned studies, pictures of morphed instead of full
intensity emotional facial expressions were presented.
Thereby, the difficulty of the experimental task, the
probability of misclassifications and thus, the tendency

of more readily identifying signals of interpersonal threat
may have been increased.
Our results are only partly in line with our second hy-

pothesis. Patients with BPD showed more initial sac-
cades compared to healthy volunteers in the brief
condition, regardless of emotional expression and initial
fixation. This enhanced tendency to reflexively direct at-
tention towards diagnostically relevant features of facial
expressions could be interpreted as a manifestation of a
hypervigilant mindset constantly searching for potential
interpersonal threat cues in the environment [51]. More-
over, patients with BPD showed faster initial saccades
towards the eyes of briefly presented emotional and neu-
tral expressions. Recognizing threatening facial expres-
sions (i.e., anger) relies mostly on allocating visual
attention to the face’s eye region [30, 31]. Hence, direct-
ing one’s gaze as quickly as possible towards the facial
feature that provides the most salient information about
interpersonal threat cues might mirror a highly reflexive
hypersensitivity for potential signs of social threat in pa-
tients with BPD. Contrary to our second hypothesis,
however, the enhanced proportion and latency of initial
saccades were not specific for the eyes of angry faces (cf.
[28]), but could be found for any facial expression pre-
sented. Thus, our findings might also point towards a
visual hypervigilance for social cues in general rather
than for interpersonal threat cues in particular. In line
with Kaiser et al. [29], factors other than interpersonal
threat hypersensitivity should be considered to elucidate
this visual attention bias for the eye region of emotional
faces in general rather than of angry faces in particular.
Following Lazarus et al. [52], inconsistent findings con-
cerning facial affect recognition in BPD might be ex-
plained by differences in the experimental setup (i.e.,
fMRI vs. laboratory, set of facial stimuli), influence of
psychotropic medications, and co-occurring symptom
disorders. With regard to experimental methodology
and medication status, a hypervigilance for the eye re-
gion was found in medicated and unmedicated patients
with BPD presented with ambiguous or full intensity
emotional expressions in a previous study by Kaiser
et al. [29] and the present study. However, high rates of
comorbid axis I disorders, especially a 30% rate of BPD
patients with a current diagnosis of social phobia, might
account for this generalized hypersensitivity for social
stimuli in the present sample. This would be in line with
a previous eye-tracking study [32], reporting an en-
hanced attentional orienting towards the eye region in
patients with social phobia as compared to healthy con-
trols, regardless of the type of emotional expression
displayed.
Contrary to our third hypothesis, patients with BPD

did not fixate the eye region longer than healthy vol-
unteers, irrespective of emotional valence. Hence, our
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results are inconsistent with a recent eye-tracking
study [29], reporting longer fixations on the eye re-
gion of ambiguous faces in patients with BPD com-
pared to non-patients. Our findings are, however, in
line with a previous eye-tracking study of our group
[27], which also failed to detect longer fixation dura-
tions on the eye region of emotional expressions dis-
played in full intensity in a smaller, independent
sample of female patients with BPD compared to
healthy volunteers. Employing full intensity rather
than ambiguous blends of emotional facial expressions
might, again, have played a role in producing these
heterogeneous findings across studies. Nevertheless,
patients with BPD did exhibit aberrant fixation pat-
terns compared to healthy volunteers. While healthy
volunteers fixated longer on the facial feature more
relevant for the recognition of the distinct emotional
expression presented, patients with BPD did not adapt
their fixation patterns accordingly.
In line with our fourth hypothesis, the results of

the correlational analyses revealed more misclassifica-
tions of facial expressions as angry in patients with
more self-reported ACE. This result should, however,
be interpreted cautiously. Due to high emotion recog-
nition accuracy in patients with BPD, the total num-
ber of anger misclassifications lacks sufficient variance
and our correlational analysis might be biased by out-
liers. Nonetheless, calculating the correlation with
winsorized misclassifications as angry still revealed a
positive, medium-sized association which can be char-
acterized as a non-significant statistical trend (p < .10).
Together with previous studies [23–25, 53], the
current findings may provide evidence supporting the
assumption that interpersonal threat hypersensitivity
is indeed associated with early life adversity in pa-
tients with BPD [but see [17], for inconsistent re-
sults]. Contrary to our expectations, however, we did
not find significant associations between eye-tracking
measures of interpersonal threat hypersensitivity and
ACE.
Our study has some strengths, investigating behav-

ioral and eye-tracking measures of interpersonal
threat sensitivity and their association with ACE in
well-matched, unmedicated samples of patients with
BPD and healthy volunteers. Several limitations
should, however, be acknowledged. First, we included
only female participants. Since sex differences in vis-
ual attention allocation during facial emotion recog-
nition have been documented [54], we cannot draw
conclusions concerning patients with BPD of other
sex than female. Second, our patient sample reported
high rates of psychiatric comorbidities. While high
rates of axis I comorbidities are a common finding
in the literature [55] and thus emphasize the

representativeness of our sample, it also questions
the specificity of our results for BPD, especially since
our study lacks a clinical control group. The absence
of a clinical control group therefore precludes any
inferences regarding the BPD-specific nature of our
findings. Third, since our healthy control group re-
ported only limited exposure to ACE (CTQ sum
score), we focused the correlational analyses with
early life adversity on the patient group only. Of
note, exploratory correlational analyses between ACE
and behavioral and eye-tracking measures of inter-
personal threat sensitivity in the healthy control
group did not yield any significant associations
(r ≤ .41, p ≥ .691, Bonferroni-Holm corrected). Due to
insufficient power and lack of variance in CTQ
scores, however, we cannot draw any conclusions
from these non-significant findings. It therefore re-
mains unclear whether the association between inter-
personal threat hypersensitivity and ACE is due to
the diagnosis of BPD or due to early life maltreat-
ment in general. Future studies should include BPD
patient, healthy and clinical control groups, each
with male and female participants with a broad
range of ACE, to get a better insight in the specifi-
city of this association. Fourth, although our sample
size was large enough to detect small to medium
group by condition interactions for all behavioral
and eye-tracking measures of interpersonal threat
hypersensitivity as well as medium to large correla-
tions between these measures of interpersonal threat
hypersensitivity and ACE, it was not adequate to de-
tect small to medium correlations. This applies espe-
cially to the analyses of saccadic latencies which had
to be conducted with a smaller subsample of pa-
tients. Given the lack of power, expected associations
between ACE and eye-tracking measures of interper-
sonal threat hypersensitivity in general, and latencies
of initial saccades in particular, might have not been
detected and further replication studies with larger
groups of patients with BPD are needed to allow for
strong conclusions about non-significant effects.
Fifth, we presented full intensity static facial stimuli
that do not adequately mirror the dynamics and
subtlety of emotional expressions in our everyday so-
cial interactions. Employing recently developed dy-
namic sets of non-stereotypical facial expressions
[56, 57]) in future studies may extend our findings
to more naturalistic settings. Moreover, it might ren-
der the experimental task more difficult and thus
lead to a higher variance in emotion recognition ac-
curacy and types of misclassifications. Sixth, we ap-
plied a matching approach to “control for” potential
differences in sex, age, and intelligence between the
patient and healthy control group. According to
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classic papers by Meehl [58], and Miller and Chap-
man [59], by doing so, we might have generated a
systematic mismatch in other variables and thus in-
troduced artifacts in our data. Finally, due to the
cross-sectional design of our study, causal inferences
cannot be drawn from our findings. This is of par-
ticular importance with regard to the correlational
analyses, given that retrospective, subjective self-
reports of ACE are prone to various memory biases
[60] and cannot be interpreted interchangeably with
prospective measures of ACE [61].

Conclusions
In summary, our current study suggests an association
between interpersonal threat hypersensitivity in terms of
an anger bias in BPD and ACE. Preliminary models pos-
tulate that the hypervigilance towards potentially threat-
ening interpersonal cues might lead to severe
impairments in psychosocial functioning of patients with
BPD [62]. Effective and efficient treatment strategies to
reduce the attentional bias for potential signs of social
threat are therefore needed. In BPD, increased amygdala
activation to (negative) emotional stimuli has been sug-
gested as a neural underpinning of interpersonal threat
hypersensitivity [3] and deficient amygdala habituation
to threatening cues has been shown to be associated
with ACE [63]. In a recent single-arm trial, patients with
BPD succeeded in downregulating their amygdala activa-
tion and reported less BPD symptoms after receiving
four sessions of amygdala neurofeedback [64]. Together
with psychotherapeutic interventions to reduce threat-
related attentional biases (cf. [65]), these efforts might
lead to novel treatment approaches to reduce threat
hypersensitivity and interpersonal dysfunction in pa-
tients with BPD and ACE.
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